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 Workouts are centered on learning basic movement patterns in all 4 
strokes with most hard work done as kick & any longer/harder work 
done at end of workout.  Groups are typically 1:15/20 coach to 
swimmer ratio. 

 

 

 
Sample workout 
200 kick warm up 
4 x 50 back RL  
Backstroke start work 
6 x 25 back swim focus on chin back breakout & keeping head back & still 
6-8 back turns, learn stroke count & chin back breakout 
4 x 50 streamline back kick, hold tight streamline 
5 x 50 hard free swim @ 1:20, keep stroke together 

 



 Workouts centered on improving skills & learning to keep skills 
together during longer & longer sets.  Groups are typically 1:20/25 
coach/swimmer ratio.   

 

 
Sample workout (Age Group Development) 
300 50 swim/50 kick 
12 x 25  O:  fly kick on side focus on straight leg back kick 
 E:  fly swim focus on slamming hips down quick 
8 x 50 fly swim @ 1:45 focus on fast kick & head down quick 
12 x 25  O:  3 cycles fast fly rest is fly 3R3L 
 E:  3R3L fast fly in flags no breath 
4 x 100 50 hard back swim/50 hard free swim 1:50 
10 minutes free turns/10 minutes free starts both focusing on body line & 
fast fly kick 

 



Sample workout (Age Group) 
10 x 50 @ 1:10 free swim 
 2 @ stroke count -8/2 @ SC -4/2 @ SC/2 @ SC+4/2 @ SC +8 
10 x 100 @ 2:00 back/breast work breakouts & transition turn 
5 x 200 IM build each 50  4:00 
  
20 min back start work 
  
Fins 12 x 25 @ :45 
Fly kick on back UW/4 cycle burst/last 10m fast/no breath fast 
600 pull choice warm down 
 



 Goal is to prep elite skills for fast swimming.  Yardage, aerobic 
development is still secondary to elite racing skills.   

 



Workout 1 



Workout 2 



Workout 3 



Workout 4 



Workout 4 (continued) 



Workout 5 



Workout 6 



 Typically this is where the groups transition from learn to swim to 
learn to train.  Concepts such as threshold, anaerobic training etc 
are introduced.  Skill development is still important but done on a 
much more individual basis.   

 



Monday PM:  Threshold Monday, usually a 3000 threshold set with a 30 minute kick set 
preceding it, like to wear the legs out before the threshold.   
 
Tuesday AM:  Race pace, usually 200 or 500 pace, every 3 weeks or so a broken swim 
morning 
 
Tuesday PM:  IM or free set, sometimes a distance & sprint set as well.  Usually sub 
threshold, EN1, whatever you want to call it, not too stressful. 
 
Wednesday PM:  MVO2 day; essentially always around 300 distance, broken in various 
ways, free & stroke or sometimes IM.  Usually never more than a 150 straight, best results 
have been in previous years with 4-6 x 50 @ :40 specialty AFAP with 1:1 work to rest ratio 
afterwards.  
 
Thursday AM:  Power AM, resisted swimming & lots of short fast bursts, swim & kick.  We 
use power towers, cords, chutes, & equipment with all.   
 
Friday PM:  Either push very fast or dive fast, like to reward Friday swimmers with fun & 
fast. 
 
Saturday AM:  CRAZY!  Never the same thing twice, like to go hard and keep em guessing.   

 



 Learn to train is transition to learn to race.  Elite swimming is the 
goal and only those with aspirations to swim at the highest level are 
allowed into the group.   
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Workout 1 (continued) 



Workout 2 



Workout 2 (continued) 



Workout 3 



Workout 3 (continued) 



Workout 4 



Workout 4 (continued) 



Workout 5 



Workout 5 (continued) 



Workout 6 



Workout 6 (continued) 



Workout 6 (continued) 



 Questions? 

Mike Deboor- deboor@lakesideseahawks.org 
Nate Knopf- nate@lakesideseahawks.org 
 


